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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a highly miniaturized tuneable microstrip line phase shifter for 5 GHz
to 67 GHz. The design takes advantage of the microstrip topology by substituting the ground plane by a
metallic-nanowire-filled porous alumina membrane (NaM). This leads to a slow-wave (SW) effect of the
transmission line; thus, the transmission line can be physically compact while maintaining its electric length.
By applying a liquid crystal (LC) with its anisotropic permittivity as substrate between the transmission
line and the NaM, a tuneable microstrip line phase shifter is realized. Three demonstrators are identically
fabricated filled with different types of high-performance microwave LCs from three generations (GT323001, GT5-26001 and GT7-29001). The measurement results show good matching in a 50  system with
reflection less than −10 dB over a wide frequency range. These demonstrators are able to reach a maximum
figure of merit (FoM) of 41 ◦ /dB, 48 ◦ /dB, and 70 ◦ /dB for different LCs (GT3-23001, GT5-26001 and
GT7-29001, respectively). In addition, experiments show that all three LCs should be biased with square
wave voltage at approximately 1 kHz to achieve maximum tuneability and response speed. The achieved
response times with GT3-23001, GT5-26001 and GT7-29001 are 116 ms, 613 ms, and 125 ms, respectively,
which are much faster than other reported LC phase shifter implementations. Large-signal analysis shows
that these implementations have high linearity with third-order interception (IP3) points of approximately
60 dBm and a power handling capability of 25 dBm.

INDEX TERMS IP3, liquid crystal, microstrip line, nanowires, phase shifter, slow-wave, S-parameter.

I. INTRODUCTION

As demand for higher data rates in wireless communication
systems is increasing rapidly, 20, 40 and even 100 Gbps
rates are expected for wireless technologies. To achieve such

high data rates, large absolute bandwidths are required, which
are available at millimeter-waves (mmW) frequencies. To
overcome the high free space loss, antenna arrays are proposed with high gain and corresponding narrow beams. Beam
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FIGURE 1. Schematic of (a) Conventional LC based microstrip line (LC-MS)
phase shifter and (b) proposed LC-NaM phase shifter.

steering of the array enables the steering of its main beam
to the desired angle to maximize the communication quality.
For electric passive beam steering, phase shifters are key components and are desired to have high reliability, high performance and fast response time at low cost.
There are several technologies available to realize phase
shifters. Those based on RF microelectromechanical systems
(RF MEMS) have been demonstrated in [1]–[3]. They offer
high performance in terms of maximum phase shift, insertion loss (IL), and power consumption. However, RF MEMS
are comparatively fragile against wear out failures, and are
difficult to integrate into antenna arrays due to phase errors
induced by their discrete phase change. Phase shifters using barium strontium titanate (BST) are presented in [4]–[6].
BST-based devices provide sufficiently high performance only
up to the X-band and degrade considerably beyond this frequency range [7]. In addition to BST, liquid crystals (LCs)
represent another promising tuneable dielectric, but generally
above 5 GHz, even up to at least 8 THz [8]–[10]. These materials provide continuous tuneability, high linearity and low
loss at low cost by using standard technologies. Applications
implementing LCs in tuneable devices have been proposed,
such as tuneable filters [11], [12], phase shifters [13]–[15],
and based on them, steerable phased arrays [13], [16].
The three generations of LC mixtures used in this paper are
in the nematic phase, in which the LC is considered a uniaxial
anisotropic material because of its rod-like molecules [17],
[18]. When electromagnetic waves pass through the LC, it
exhibits different permittivities, depending on the orientation
of the LC molecules to the RF field.
Fig. 1(a) demonstrates the conventional way to use an
LC as a tuneable dielectric in a microstrip topology to realize a phase shifter (LC-MS), where a “substrate-microstrip
line-LC-ground-substrate” structure is widely utilized. The
proposed phase shifter substitutes the ground and bottom
substrate with NaM (LC-NaM), as shown in Fig. 1(b). They
have the same working principle: In the unbiased state as in
Fig. 2(a), due to surface anchoring, nearly all LC molecules
are perpendicular to the RF field. Hence, the RF field experiences a relative permittivity of εr,⊥ and loss tangent tan δ⊥ .
When a bias AC voltage VB is applied between the signal
electrode and the ground electrode, as shown in Fig. 2(b), the
LC molecules orient towards the biasing E-field lines until
they are in parallel to the biasing field. Hence, the RF field
experiences a material’s relative permittivity, which varies
from εr,⊥ continuously towards εr, , accompanied by a change
VOLUME 2, NO. 1, JANUARY 2022

FIGURE 2. Cross section of the LC-NaM phase shifter from Fig. 1(b) and its
working principle. (a) Unbiased, LC molecules are parallel to the xz-plane
and perpendicular to the RF E field. (b) Fully biased, parallel orientation.
hgold = 2 μm, hLC = 4 μm, wLC = 500 μm, wgold = 25 μm, hNaM = 50 μm.

FIGURE 3. Simulated IL and response time of the LC-MS phase shifter
shown in Fig. 1(a) with respect to hLC at different frequencies. AF32 glass
is used as a substrates in the simulation with a fixed thickness of 700 μm,
relative dielectric constant εr = 5.1 and loss tangent tan δ = 0.01. The LC
parameters are given below. The response time is independent of RF
frequency. Zc is kept at 50  during simulation by using the proper line
width wgold corresponding to hLC .

in the loss tangent from tan δ⊥ to tan δ . Once the bias is
released, the LC molecules recover their initial orientation by
the anchoring force.
LC-MS have been reported in [16], [19]–[21], from which
several conclusions can be drawn:
1) The IL is dominated by the conductor loss of the strip
electrode, especially for increasing frequency.
2) To reduce the IL, an increased microstrip line width is
required. Moreover, the LC layer thickness increases
proportionally to maintain a constant characteristic
impedance Zc of the microstrip line, normally 50 .
3) However, a thicker LC layer leads to a longer response
time of LC molecules, which will be discussed in Section III.
In other words, reducing the response time and lowering
the IL have mutually contrary requirements with respect to
LC thickness. A comparison of the IL and response time
with varied LC layer thickness hLC is performed by using
CST Microwave Studio (CST) simulation as shown in Fig. 3.
Similar comparison results are also available in [19], [20].
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FIGURE 4. (a) Top side of the NaM sample under an electron microscope.
(b) Top and bottom sides of tuneable LC-NaM phase shifter as in Fig. 1(b).
The dimensions are given as follows: radial pad radius rpad = 470 μm and
phase shifter line length lPS = 3600 μm.

To solve this issue, considerable efforts have been invested
to combine LCs with high-performance slow-wave (SW)
transmission lines (TLs). Planar SW TLs have been successfully demonstrated in microstrip [22], [23] and coplanar waveguide topology [24], [25], where TLs are periodically loaded
with lumped reactances. However, these technologies suffer
from high complexity, sometimes high cost, limited bandwidth and relatively high IL. Recently, SW TLs based on NaM
have provided a novel approach, with high performance, low
cost and easy fabrication [26]–[28]. NaM is fabricated based
on a commercial porous alumina membrane. These nanopores
are periodically and regularly distributed with a pore diameter
and an interpore pitch of approximately 50 nm and 150 nm,
respectively. Copper is first sputtered on the bottom side of the
membrane, and then, copper nanowires are grown into these
nanopores by electrodeposition until they reach the top side.
Finally, the top side is polished down to the desired thickness
to ensure that the nanowires are isolated from each other on
the top side, as shown in Fig. 4(a). The NaM fabrication procedure is described in detail in [26]–[28]. By implementing
NaM in microstrip topology, the electric field of the RF signal
is mostly captured by the nanowires on the top surface of the
NaM and barely penetrates into it. In contrast, the magnetic
field is almost unperturbed due to the extremely thin diameter
of the nanowires [28], compare Fig. 2. This design results in
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a significant increase in the distributed capacitance (C  ) and
distributed inductance (L  ) of the TL. According to


1
L
=
f
·
λ
and
Z
=
(1)
vφ =
c
L · C 
C
the phase velocity vφ decreases, and the wavelength λ, while
Zc can remain 50 . Previous research on LC-NaM [29]
preliminarily demonstrates this principle. However, due to
non-optimal design and fabrication, its performance is rather
poor compared to state-of-the-art LC phase shifters, e.g. long
response time, high IL, low phase shift. It used laser cutting to
get NaM of desired dimensions, since NaM is easily broken
by saw dicing. However, later investigation shows that NaM
melts during laser cutting and the coagulum forms edge with
several μm thickness. This results in much higher hLC which
deteriorates the impedance matching and response. Besides,
the copper ground of NaM is partially delaminated from the
alumina membrane caused by the high temperature, where the
electric potential of the nanowires is undefined. This deteriorates the LC tuning efficiency and SW effect. In this work,
NaM is etched by sodium hydroxide (NaOH) solution with
the help of a mask. Although with relatively rough edges as in
Fig. 4(b), the aforementioned issues are solved. In addition,
specifically scratched polymer layers for LC alignment are
processed on both NaM and substrate for improving the tuning
speed and FoM.
In this paper, an improved version of LC-NaM is proposed
which outperforms the previous version in [29]. In Section II,
the simulation and measurement results of three demonstrator
batches are presented: first without LC (air filled) and then
filled with three generations of advanced microwave LCs. The
influence of bias on LC tuneability is studied in Section III.
Large-signal measurement is investigated in Section IV, and
finally, a conclusion is given in Section V.
II. SLOW-WAVE PHASE SHIFTER

According to Fig. 1(b), an LC-NaM phase shifter is fabricated
and shown in Fig. 4(b). The electrode and spacers located on
the top side of glass substrate are processed by a standard
lithography process: chromium (Cr) / gold (Au) seed layer
evaporation, photolithography, Au electroplating, wet etching,
spacer patterning, polymer layer coating and scratching. Then,
etched NaM pieces are flip-chipped onto the substrate and
precisely aligned under a microscope. Next, ultraviolet (UV)
curable glue is applied to fix the structure. AF32 glass from
Schott AG is good for both alignment and UV curing of the
glue because of its transparency. In addition, this glass provides good mechanical stability and electric properties. Afterwards, the LC is filled into the cavity by means of capillarity
forces. Finally, the samples are kept in a vacuum chamber
to eventually remove air bubbles. During this time, due to
unbalanced air pressure inside and outside the bubbles, encapsulated air inside the bubble will press itself into vacuum. The
LC itself is well sealed inside the cavity by surface tension.
The microstrip line width wgold and thickness hgold are well
controlled to be 25 μm and 2 μm, respectively. The thickness
VOLUME 2, NO. 1, JANUARY 2022

FIGURE 6. Measured and simulated results of three identical
demonstrators filled with air.

TABLE 1. LC Properties Used in Simulation and Calculation [10], [17], [30]
FIGURE 5. Measurement setup for the S-parameters. Phase shifters are
the device under test (DUT).

of spacers is 6 μm, leading to hLC = 4 μm. These dimensions
provide a microstrip line Zc of 50  when filled with LCs.
A. SLOW-WAVE TRANSMISSION LINE WITHOUT LCS

B. SLOW-WAVE PHASE SHIFTER WITH LC

The first measurement is carried out on three identical batches
before LCs are filled in to examine the workability and feasibility of the fabrication process under a simplified situation
and to serve as reference. The three demonstrators are characterized by means of on-wafer measurements, using PNA-X
from Keysight Technologies and I67-GSG-100 probes from
Formfactor, from 100 MHz to 67 GHz, with line-reflectreflect-match (LRRM) probe tip calibration. The measurement setup is shown in Fig. 5. The measured scattering Sparameters of the three identical demonstrators with air filling,
as well as the simulated results according to full-wave simulations using CST, are given in Fig. 6. The NaM parameters used
in simulation is (r,x , r,y , r,z ) = (6.7, 20000, 6.7) and conductivity (σx , σy , σz ) = (0, 5.96e7, 0) to represent its metallic
and dielectric behaviors in y and x,z directions, respectively.
The demonstrators show good agreement with each other and
with simulation from 0 GHz to 67 GHz in terms of transmission coefficient |S21 | and reflection coefficient |S11 |, which
indicates a decent repeatability of the fabrication and validity of simulation model. In particular, the cavity heights of
the demonstrators can be considered identical, which is the
premise for the following comparison between LCs. From
Fig. 6, |S11 | have strong resonance behaviour. The reason is
that the transmission lines are designed to work with LCs
(r ≈ 2.4 to 3.5), which leads to a distinct impedance mismatch when filled with air (r = 1).

The three demonstrators are then filled with three generations
of LC mixtures, namely, GT3-23001, GT5-26001 and GT729001, respectively, from Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany.
The properties of the three types of LCs are listed in Table 1.
During the measurement, DC (0 Hz) and square wave voltages
from 10 Hz to 10 kHz are applied between the electrode and
NaM in the range of 0 V to 20 V in steps of 1 V. The electric
characteristics of the tuneable phase shifters remain nearly
constant for bias voltages higher than 10 V. An important
parameter used for quantifying the RF performance of a phase
shifter is the frequency-related FoM, which is defined by the
ratio of the maximum phase shift over the highest IL among
the two extreme LC alignment cases [17]:
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FoM =

φb,max
ILmax

(2)

Fig. 7 presents the measured and simulated S-parameters in
both unbiased (VB = 0 V) and fully biased cases (VB = 10 V).
Phase shift φb,max is the phase difference of S21 between
the two bias cases. The measured and simulated φb,max and
FoMs are plotted in Fig. 8. Above 5 GHz, all three demonstrators match 50  with |S11 | ≤ −10 dB in both bias cases.
The GT3 demonstrator has a FoM higher than 30 ◦ /dB above
25 GHz and higher than 40 ◦ /dB between 52 GHz and 65 GHz,
while the maximum value is 41 ◦ /dB at 52 GHz. The FoM
of the GT5 demonstrator remains higher than 30 ◦ /dB above
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FIGURE 7. Measured and simulated results of demonstrators filled with (a) GT3-23001, (b) GT5-26001, and (c) GT7-29001.

17 GHz and maximizes at 52 GHz with 48 ◦ /dB. The behaviour of the GT7 demonstrator improves by a large margin;
its FoM remains higher than 30 ◦ /dB above 15 GHz and higher
than 50 ◦ /dB above 25 GHz. The maximum FoM is 70 ◦ /dB at
43 and 56 GHz. As seen from Fig. 7, the IL in the fully biased
case is generally less than that in the unbiased case because the
LC is more lossy with perpendicular polarization than with
parallel polarization; see Table 1. According to Fig. 8, for
the GT3 and GT5 demonstrators, the differences between the
measured and simulated results are quite obvious, while GT7
shows less difference. The reason is that the inner surfaces of
LC cavities provide insufficient and different anchoring forces
to different LCs, and that the microstrip topology has fringing
fields. The LC parameters given in Table 1 cannot be utilized
completely in practical devices.
In Fig. 4, coplanar waveguide (CPW) pads at both line
ends are designed for on-wafer measurement. Instead of using vias, radial stubs have been used for simplification of
the production process. The radial stubs perform as an openended λ/4−transformer to couple the grounds of the CPW
to NaM, which is the ground of the microstrip line [31],
[32]. This approach provides a smooth and broadband CPW
to microstrip mode transition from approximately 5 GHz to
60 GHz, beyond which the parasitics of the via-less transitions
are significant.
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TABLE 2. Measured τon and τoff of Three Demonstrators With hLC = 4 μm
at 1 kHz

III. LC TUNING VERSUS BIAS FREQUENCY

The response time of LC phase shifter is characterized by
the switch-on (τon ) and the switch-off (τoff ) response time.
They define the time for rising from 10% to 90% of φb,max
after bias is applied, and falling from 90% to 10% once bias
vanishes. Phase of S21 (∠S21 ) at 60 GHz is measured. Fig. 9
describes the response times of the demonstrators tuned by
1 kHz square wave of 10 V. τon and τoff for all three demonstrators are measured and listed in Table 2. GT3 and GT7
achieve 100 ms level response time, while GT5 has 613 ms
due to its higher viscosity.
The influence of the bias frequency on τoff is given in
Fig. 10(a), from which it is concluded that the LC biased by
DC voltage generally takes a longer time to realign.
Fig. 10(b) shows the differential phase shift φb,max versus the AC bias frequency. The phase shifts for all three
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FIGURE 10. Measurement results of the influence of biasing voltage
frequency on (a) τoff and (b) φb,max for phase shifters filled with GT3,
GT5 and GT7, measured at 60 GHz.

TABLE 3. Performance Comparison of State-of-the-Art Phase Shifters

FIGURE 8. Measured and simulated FoM and φb,max of demonstrators
filled with (a) GT3, (b) GT5, and (c) GT7.

FIGURE 9. Measurement results of the response time τon and τoff of
demonstrators filled with (a) GT3, (b) GT5, and (c) GT7 at 60 GHz.
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demonstrators remain almost unchanged when the bias frequency is below 2 kHz. Above 2 kHz, GT5 shows a severe
degradation of tuneability, and becomes almost non-tuneable
above 5 kHz, while GT3 and GT7 also suffer a significant decrease in tuneability from 2 kHz to 5 kHz. Near 10 kHz, GT3
becomes non-tuneable, while GT7 still remains at approximately 60% of tuneability. Hence, the optimum bias voltage
frequency is approximately 1 kHz. It worth mentioning that
each switch-on and switch-off cases has been repeated more
than 10 cycles with stable results.
A comparison to state-of-the-art phase shifters is given in
Table 3. The FoM of this work is better than that of SiGe
and GaAs passive phase shifters. The BST phase shifter shows
good compactness, fast response, and comparable FoM but a
limited frequency range. MEMS show higher FoMs but with
critical application drawbacks introduced in Section I.
The conventional LC-MS reported in [16], [21], [33] results in a phase shifter compactness of φb,max /λ0 of 36◦ /λ0 ,
63◦ /λ0 and 85◦ /λ0 , respectively. In this work, it is 173◦ /λ0 .
A miniaturization factor larger than 2 is achieved owing to
179
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NaM technology. The LC layer thicknesses hLC used in [16]
and [21] are 100 μm and 254 μm, respectively, while the
proposed LC-NaM phase shifter has only hLC = 4 μm. [16]
and [21] actually reach such comparable FoMs at the expense
of an extremely long response time (> 30 s), which largely
limits their application. Response time of [16] and [21] are
estimated according to [18], which demonstrates τoff is pro2 . A simulation on conventional LC-MS phase
portional to hLC
shifter with hLC = 4 μm and wgold = 6 μm is performed
in CST, with Zc = 50 . However, the FoM peaks at only
10 ◦ /dB due to the dramatically high metallic loss, which
demonstrates the intrinsic limitation of LC-MS. For LC-NaM,
a much wider line width wgold = 25 μm is maintained to keep
50  with hLC = 4 μm. Therefore, the SW effect and lower
IL together explain the significantly higher FoM than that of
LC-MS.
LC varactor-based planar phase shifters are reported
in [22]. The authors periodically load a non-tuneable microstrip line with tuneable LC varactors (LC-VMS) connected
in series to the line. Although LC is not the substrate for
the microstrip line in this topology and hLC of the varactor
can be lowered independently of the line’s impedance, the
limited tuneability of LC-based varactors, complex biasing
network and high discontinuity degrade its behaviour. In [36],
a CPW is periodically loaded with shunt LC varactors (LCVCPW), achieving a good FoM, high compactness and fast
response. Compared to LC-NaM, their approach has a higher
fabrication effort, requires a complex biasing network, limited
frequency range due to cut off mechanism and suffers from a
distorted wave front when meandered. The previous LC-NaM
version [29] utilizing GT3 shows a much lower row measured
FoM of 31 ◦ /dB, a much longer response time of 1.3 s, less
compactness and requires much higher bias voltage than both
the GT3 and GT7 demonstrators in this work.
The LC-based dielectric waveguide (LC-DG) phase shifter
and dielectric image line (LC-DIL) phase shifter in [13]
and [15] yield the highest FoM, mainly due to their low loss
as a result of fully and partially eliminating the use of metal
electrodes, respectively; however, they suffer from a bulky
structure and long response time of 17 s and 5 s, respectively.
The core region of the DG where the electric field is concentrated should hold the LC, which leads to an LC layer thickness of several hundred μm. This thickness inevitably leads to
very long response time. Furthermore, external bias systems
are required with complicated electrode design regarding both
parasitic strip line mode suppression [37] and proper bias field
distribution [15]; their bias voltages are higher than 200 V.
For LC-NaM, an additional bias system is not needed since
bias can be applied inline through electrodes: In this work for
demonstrating purposes, bias is applied directly through the
RF probe. In practical applications, highly resistive line is one
possible way to conduct bias voltage through which RF signal
barely leaks and FoM almost maintains [6], [16], [38]. The
low bias voltage gives LC-NaM technology the possibility
to be fully integrated into monolithic microwave integrated
circuits (MMICs).
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FIGURE 11. Block diagram of the IP3 measurement setup.

IV. LARGE SIGNAL MEASUREMENT

Unwanted higher-order harmonics appear when a large signal propagates through a nonlinear device. The third-order
intercept point (IP3) is used to evaluate the device’s linearity.
Reported LC phase shifters barely consider their linearity,
except for [39]. In this work, IP3 measurements are performed
in a more accurate manner in which the nonlinearities from
the measurement devices are excluded. A combined two-tone
signal centred at 6 GHz with multiple frequency separation is
generated by Keysight E8267D Vector Signal Generator (SG),
and is amplified from −10 dBm up to 35 dBm by a power
amplifier (PA) and fed to the phase shifter. The output signals
are monitored by Agilent N9020 A MXA Signal Analyzer
(SA). The measurement setup is shown in Fig. 11. The Agilent
87222 C switch is used to linearize the setup: At each power
level, it first switches to path B (Cal path), and pre-distortion
by using Keysight Multitone software is performed to remove
the nonlinearity of devices in the loop, especially PA. Next,
it switches to path A (DUT path), where the detected thirdorder intermodulation (IMD3) is generated by the DUT only.
Measurement results with 1 MHz tone spacing as given in
Fig. 12. All three phase shifters have OIP3≈ 60 dBm, which
indicates a very high linearity of the LC-NaM demonstrators.
This result corresponds well with that in [39], the improvement is mainly due to the pre-distortion of the Cal path. A
high-power S-parameter measurement is set up as in Fig. 13.
Due to PA, only forward transimission S21 is measured, and
a simple response calibration [40] is performed instead of
LRRM method. Results are given in Fig. 14. They indicate
that φb,max remains almost constant until the DUT power
reaches 25 dBm and gradually degrades afterwards.
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FIGURE 14. Normalized phase shift φb,max measured from 0 dBm to
35 dBm with respect to φb,max at 0 dBm.

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

FIGURE 12. IP3 measurements in unbiased case (left column) and fully
biased case (right column) for (a) the GT3 demonstrator, (b) the GT5
demonstrator, and (c) the GT7 demonstrator.

FIGURE 13. Block diagram and photo of the high power S-parameter
measurement setup.
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In this paper, an improved highly miniaturized continuously
tuneable microstrip phase shifter is presented by combining microwave LC and NaM technology. Compared to the
previous version, fabrication process is optimized. Based on
this, the performance of the demonstrators are significantly
enhanced. Very high FoM, very fast response and compactness are achieved simultaneously for the first time in the
realm of LC-based phase shifters. The proposed phase shifters
demonstrate a rather simple fabrication procedure with decent
reliability and repeatability. The raw measurement results of
the GT3, GT5 and GT7 demonstrators all show wide-band
matching, with peak FoMs of 41 ◦ /dB, 48 ◦ /dB and 70 ◦ /dB,
respectively. The compactness of the GT7 demonstrator is
173◦ /λ0 , which is almost double that of the other planar LC
phase shifters. This feature makes it rather easy to meander
a 360◦ phase shifter within a 0.5 λ0 × 0.5 λ0 area when
integrated in antenna arrays.
Based on phase shifters, the frequency of the bias voltage
and its effect on the tuneability of the LCs are studied for the
first time. 1 kHz square wave is regarded as the optima and
LCs start to lose tuneability above 2 kHz. The GT3 and GT7
demonstrators show fast response times of approximately
100 ms. This value is sufficient for most portable applications,
such as inter-satellite links from a geostationary relay satellite
to a low-earth orbit satellite [41], and for on-the-move applications, such as tracking signals from a satellite by a moving
car, ship or airplane [18]. This feature is a great advantage over
most LC-based phase shifters. Considering the high FoM,
high compactness and fast response, the GT7 demonstrator
sets a new benchmark for planar LC phase shifters.
In addition, the large-signal behaviour of the phase shifters
is investigated. They show high linearity, with IP3 ≈ 60 dBm
and power handling of 25 dBm. These results indicate the
possibility of utilizing LC-based phase shifters in high-power
applications. Considering the easy and high-quality throughsubstrate vias approach on NaM [42], it represents a promising interposer in mmW devices. The combination of NaM and
LC should find wide use in miniaturized reconfigurable high
data rate communication applications such as phased array
antenna systems. Due to the dense distribution of nanowires
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inside NaM, the LC-NaM phase shifter can be scaled into
the whole microwave frequency range from 300 MHz to
300 GHz.
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